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Not Quite Campus
A front lawn of dirt is our quad, dusty or muddy

depending on the season; the Fast Fare, "a homi-

cide waiting to happen," our CI. Cameron does

not exist, hut there is basketball: ESPN blaring,

foam TV brick thrown at Dick Vitale, a mon-

umental beeramid atop the glass table we bought

for two hundred bucks (including the sofa which

now cradles a passed-out mate).

Shelves crammed with books we've read and

haven't; tables littered with dictionaries for langu-

ages we'll never learn. Fifty bucks says I can make a

three in a row from in front of the microwave - re-

jected by the Air Jordan nerf hoop set with break-

away rim. Cable TV aiding the three housemates

who have never seen Top Gun , HBO showing

Batteries Not Included for the eleventh time this

weekend. A proud friend who's remembered to

rent a copy of Last Resort starring Charles Grodin

for his housmates. Mooching someone else's pizza

and singing "Chinese, Japanese, French, Italian;

these are four kinds of foods." Lenny just isn't a

good date movie.

We're selling the table and sofa for five hundred

bucks when we move out.

A bachelor party far too early, a drunken game

of Blue Ball played with new acquaintances from

Ohio who have come for the wedding. A backyard

romp with a pair of flaming underwear on a stick.

Main West so far away - a street full of people

lucky if they can stumble to Carr building by 10:35

tomorrow AM. The shotgun whistle blows again,

and the family gathers to lift punctured cans of

foamy Natty Boho to their lips. A wrestling

match, and Will's head is through the wall. Oops.

Two hundred pounds of pasta in a box, and not

a jar of tomato sauce to save your life. Pasta wrestl-

ing, the funk tub, acid moonwalk, the Wendy's

Superbar eatoff, a house deconstruction party, and

assorted things that never happen.

Wheelchair races and nerf beer golf, somebody

drank Joe's whiskey again, and for God's sake be

quiet because Greg's asleep. Normal people do not

stay up until 5:30 AM to watch Serpico. Phi Kaps

are having kegs across the street. When you've got

open flame or Zeppelin, you've got a party.

A woman is raped in the house on the corner.

The "Take Back the Night" march weaves its way

towards our street - somehow we found ourselves

living in a warzone.

Morning mail arrives at 5:00 PM, bills and junk,

my turn to be "Mr. Resident." Clean the kitchen,

buy some wine, professor coming over for dinner.

The Grand Poobah bringing bread from the

cradle of civilization, six idiots with fezzes on

screaming from an open convertible about an

ACC championship. Billy wanted to be on the

line. Nous avons besoin de I'ognion.

We oughtta have a contest after graduation to

see who ends up the farthest away - I'll call it a

draw since San Diego and Minneapolis might as

well both be on the moon. A yard sale, a hurried

cleaning, a rented U-Haul and somebody else

moves in. The off-campus cycle restarts, new

names, new faces, new games, new hearts, new

tears, new laughs, new dreams.

A whole lotta love at the House of Hate.
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Sergei Malashenko
Exchange Student

Leningrad State University, U.S.S.R.

Dear Lars,

As you remember I promised to you to write for The
Chanticleer when I was at Duke, and now, right after my
arrival back to Leningrad, I fulfill with pleasure this obli-

gation. For the reason that my English is still rather poor, I

left for you the right to correct my grammar and style. My
article for The Chanticleer follows below.

Different Systems, Different Schools, Similar Students

During my one semester of study at Duke University, I

was a lot of times asked about how much is my school in

the Soviet Union (Leningrad State University) different

from that of Duke. Now, being back to my home school

and trying my best to get used to my familiar routines, I

can answer this question better.

Yes, our schools are different, different much, and I

could not help to say totally different. And now I can see

better where the main differences are. They are not, of

course, in the fact that undergraduate level in our schools

takes usually 5 years, where as in the American uni-

versities it takes 4 years. Neither they are in the fact that

we don't have two stages in the graduate school Master's

and Ph.D's.

Comparison leads one to the conclusion (by no means

flattering for us) that the universities in the U.S.A. have

much greater role in the academic life than our schools do.



Actually, the academic life in my country is not domina-

ted by the universities. There are various institutions of

the Soviet Academy of Science (Institute of World
Economy and International Relatations; Institute of

U.S.A. and Canada, for instance) prestige and influence

of which are much greater than that of even such uni-

versities as Moscow and Leningrad State Universities. So,

high education in my country is represented not only by

the universities, but also (and largely) by various insti-

tutions (e.g. engineering, agricultural, medicine). In the

universities (including Leningrad State University) only

science and humanities are usually taught.

The other major difference connected with the pre-

vious one is that the social life in our universities is not as

developed as in American colleges. As a rule, universities

in my country are places where students just study but not

live. My school is big enough, but I really can't imagine

here such Duke attributes as huge (according to American

standards) football and basketball stadiums, tv channel,

several newspapers, and of course, university police.

Above all, we are just begining now to develop student

self-administration and even such things like fraternities

are very uncommon for us.

High education in the U. S. S. R. , on the contrary to the

American system, is free. It has advantages and disadvant-

ages. Because of this, high education in my country is

available for everybody, but also because of this, pres-

tigious schools (as my university for instance) are ex-

tremely competitive. Yet the competition usually covers

the entrance to the University. After that, since no

money is paid, incentives to study hard are not so high for

most of the students, and graduates commonly obtain jobs

not by themselves, but by centralized government-

controlled system.

Last, but not least, high education in my country is

more specialized. When in the U.S.A. young people

enter the university, in the Soviet Union they enter

specific department of the university. Moreover, in some

schools (including mine) there is specialization inside de-

partments from the very first of education. For example,

when I entered Department of History of Lenigrad State

University I could specialize, say, in Soviet or in

American history. However, even if students can choose

their special field of interest, the number and schedule of

courses are offered beforehand and students have no

choice which of them to attend. Nevertheless, there is

one certain thing in common between students of our

schools. Both Soviet and American students are eager to

learn about each other. American students constantly

were asking me about my country and about my school

and so do our students now about the United States. And
I'm sure "student exchanges" will help us to understand

each other much better as my Duke study, no question,

has helped me to understand the "American Lite."

Lars, now I'm getting close and at the end of my letter

I'd like to say that now I've found myself in the "cultural

shock" and this second shock appeared to be more serious

than that first when I had come to the U.S.A. So great

time that I had at Duke has made me easily forget about

my usual life here. But I'm most grateful for my American

friends who made my time in Duke so nice. I'll remember

them here and hope to meet them again, maybe in

Leningrad. For this purpose I left my address:

Sergei Malashenko

USSR, 189620, Leningrad - Pushkin

Krasuoarmeisuaya St. 5/2

Wellcome to Leningrad! Now I wish for you all the best.

Good bye,

Sergei

P.S. I had beautiful time in Washington D.C. The city is

quite different from that of New York. It has great archi-

tecture and is very clean. Really, it resembles my native

Leningrad - it's very slim and straight.
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Norman L. Christensen

Professor of Botany

Such is the history of it. Man has been here 32,000 years.

That it took a hundred million years to prepare the world for

him is proof that that is what it was done for. I suppose it is, I

dunno. If the Eiffel Tower were now representing the world's

age, the skin of paint on the pinnacle knob at its summit would

represent man's share of that age; and anybody would perceive

that that skin was what the tower was built for. I reckon they

would, I dunno.

Mark Twain

On the Damned Human Race

complishments. If Homo sapiens were to disappear from

the face of the earth tomorrow, from what we know of the

process of ecosystem recovery, it is clear that many of our

worst impacts would be obliterated in a century. In a few

million years the history of our presence would be repre-

sented as a thin, albeit messy, layer in the Earth's strati-

graphic record.

So far as we can determine, we are unique among or-

ganisms in our ability to reason and in our capacity for self-

awareness. But we have yet to demonstate that these char-

acteristics are in any long-term sense adaptive.

On a sunny spring day nearly twenty years ago, I found

myself in an ampitheater listening to speaker after speaker

celebrate the first Earth Day. As a novice graduate student

in ecology, I was quite taken by the impassioned pleas to

save whales, ospreys, wilderness, and newspapers. One of

my mentors who was standing nearby, a man whom I

greatly admired, said not quite under his breath, "this is a

bunch of crap." Sensing my surprise, he explained that his

comment was not intended to diminish the need for in-

creased awareness and action with respect to environ-

mental issues. Rather, he was concerned that en-

vironmentalists did not understand that Homo sapiens was

not only the most threatening, but also among most threa-

tened of all species. Instead of "Earth Day," he argued, we

should designate a "Man Day" to call attention to the real

problem. Although a more gender-neutral name would be

appropriate, I have come to agree with this point ot view.

For three billion years the Earth has been continuously

inhabited by life, although the Earth's biota have never

looked the same twice. Species, each in their own fashion

unique, have come and gone, with few persisting more

than a few million years. In many cases, the very features

that allowed a species to compete effectively at one time,

became a liability as the environment changed.

No other single participant in these comings and goings

has possessed our ability to alter the biosphere. Neverthe-

less, we should not overestimate the extent of our ac-





Rick Roderick

Assistant Professor, Department of Philosophy

This is as good a place as any to say goodbye to the sen-

iors. Most of you came to Duke the same year I did. Many

of you are my friends, far too many according to some. You

already know that I have no final wisdom or even

"mature" advice to offer you, at least none that you

haven't already heard. I would simply like to take this op-

portunity to thank you for reminding me of what is most

important. So to those of you who have struggled to make

Duke a better place for women and minorities, a place

where workers are paid a living wage and treated with re-

spect, a place that cares and acts on issues ranging from

the homeless to the environment, all I can say is you will

be missed. You have made a difference and a start. I hope

and believe others will be here to carry on. I, for one, in-

tend to stick around. Come back sometime and say hello.

For those of you who have time left to do here, why not

use it? Mark Twain once said, "don't let schoolin' get in

the way of your education." Why confine yourself to the

classroom during the week and kegs on the weekend? Why
not get to know people unlike yourself, look into their

faces, talk to them and make some of your own fun? It will

be a fight, but you can leave here more human than when

you came. I've seen it happen.

I should close with a joke or two to lighten it up a bit,

but I don't think any of my better ones would get past the

censor.
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Wendy L. Luttrell

Research Associate, Department of Sociology

As I listen to graduating seniors talking about their

future choices, opportunities, and aspirations, I detect a

note of caution about the rules of sexual relationships. I

hear young men trying to disassociate themselves from an

accepted set of rules that have cemented asymetrical het-

erosexual relationships for generations-rules that suggest

that when women say no, they really mean yes. As they

disclaim their participation in coercive sex either through

the use of physical or verbal force, there is a note of def-

ensiveness. They do not want to be accused of sexual be-

haviors they do not condone. I hear young women strugg-

ling with their identities as sexual beings, questioning

whether they will gain more autonomy from saying "yes"

or from saying "no" in a world that has not yet fully accep-

ted women or their sexual desires or demands. I also hear

about the dangers that gays and lesbians face when they

defy the homophobic atmosphere on campus, struggling

for recognition if not acceptance of their "difference." I

listen to diverse students, both men and women, ex-

pressing concerns about the workings of adult relation-

ships, already questioning the role of lust, romance,

friendship, and equality as a basis for intimacy. I sense

students' lack ofconfidence in the old, but familiar rules of

sexual relationships, as well as their ambivalence about

making new ones. All of these concerns echo major shifts

in work, family, gender relations, and politics—shifts that

have occurred in the course of students' own lifetimes and

have fostered rapidly changing sexual experiences, mean-

ings, and myths.

We have explored these issues in the classroom

together, scrutinizing desire and pleasure in the same way

that we critically examine literature, politics, and the

economy. In our investigation we have drawn upon the

tradition and scholarship of past and present movements

for social change. These movements, including civil

rights, feminism, gay and lesbian rights, and the "New

Left," have challenged us to link issues of sexuality with

broader issues of human freedom. By publicly speaking

about such private, personal, and intimate matters as our

own sexual histories and learning, we have attempted to

redefine the terms of debate about who and how sexuality

is, and ought to be regulated. We have reached far beyond

simple mechanistic discussions of the "birds and the bees,"

delving into questions about eroticism and the subjective

fantasy life of sex. These questions evoke deep-seated, it

not unconscious anxieties and attitudes towards authority

and control, yet they cannot be ignored if we are to envi-

sion and effect new sexual arrangements.

These explorations about sexuality, however, are not

limited to the classroom. More importantly, they are con-

cerns to be taken into the world upon graduation.

Changes in what the culture expects from men, women,

and sex are producing fears and cautions, but also new pos-

sibilities. As we create new masculinities and fem-

ininities, we also re-make the bonds of love, sex, and

power. In my teaching, I have been encouraged by what I

see as a growing willingness among students to explore

complex issues that surround sexuality, not as an excercise

in problem solving, but as a journey of self-reflection and

revelation. This journey does not end with an under-

graduate degree: it only begins.
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Gerald Wilson
Senior Associate Dean

Trinity College of Arts and Sciences

Duke is more than people; it is also images, ex-

periences, reflections, and buildings. Dear Ahby has des-

cribed it as "The most beautiful campus in America" and

movie moguls are now discovering that Duke is "what a

college campus ought to look like." Yet, if buildings give a

university its aura, people give it a real identity. Having

passed through adolescence under the leadership of Terry

Sanford, Duke has reached the stage of maturity where it

is secure in its being to define itself in terms of what it is

rather than what it is not. We can say "Let Duke Be Duke"

with the conviction of reason rather than the defensive-

ness of rationalization.

And what is Duke? Certainly here is a case where the

whole is greater than the sum of the parts because of the

special alchemy of these parts. For each person, Duke is a

memory of things past and living experiences of things

present. For each one of us, Duke is a series of vignettes,

impressions and experiences bound together in collective

biography and personal autobiography. From this one per-

spective, unique as all perspectives are, three vignettes

emerge to summarize the Duke experience: one as a pre-

law advisor, one as an Academic Dean, and one as a tea-

cher.

Vignette one. A law school which traditionally enrolls

a large number of Duke students invited me as pre-law

advisor for a visit. I was told that when I arrived on campus

for a faculty cocktail party I would be met by a bodyguard

who would stay with me throughout the party. Knowing

the sense of humor of the Dean issuing the invitation, I

played straight man. "Why?" asked I. "Because," said the

Dean, "this faculty is so hungry for Duke graduates that

you'll think you're a rock star; they will tear you apart."

Vignette two. A student returning from studying

abroad appeared in my office to tell me how glad she was to

be back at Duke. She added, "Duke students abroad have

a great time; while students at other schools complain be-

cause they have to go back to their schools, Duke students

are really anxious to get back to Duke" - and it wasn't even

basketball season.

Vignette three. After class one day late in April a

mellow senior was contemplating his impending gradu-

ation and commented on his Duke experience: "You

know, if the freshman me could see the senior me, they

wouldn't know each other." This is the Duke experience.
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Phi Beta Kappa 1989
Fall Initiates: Christopher Acito, Kimberly Ackourey, Judith

Adkins, Etic Bash, Carol Boussy, Kimberly Boyd, Christine Bus,

Gregory Carter, Michele Cascardi, Michelle Casteel, Denis Collura,

Mark Cooper, Susan Coppedge. Lauren Crystal, David DeCamp,

Ralph de la Torre, J. Michael Dtozd, Johanna D'Urso, Katherine Fef-

fer, Matthew Fishier, Deborah Gibson, Gerald Grant, Philip Hanna,

Sanjay Hedge, Gregg Hollenherg, Michael Holley, Sonja Hospel,

Benjamin Jacewic:, Kelly Jackson, Alec Jeong, Leigh |oyner, Lirrv

Kelly, Robert Keyser, Marc Klein, Brian Lammers, Charles Landau,

Douglas Lanier, Thomas Lattin, Stephen Lavine. Michele Lechak,

Deanna Lee, Thomas Lindsay, Brenley Locke, Jerome Lopez, James

Lowry, Shao-Ming Lu, Alan Massengale, Patrick Merril, Lisa

Mickhn, Jeffrey Mueller, Allyson Newton, William Nifong, Todd
Nizialek, Christopher Page, Alexandra Papazoglou, John Ptetter,

Moira Quinlan, Kimberly Rankin, Jennifer Robinson, Scott Rosen,

Kimberly Sander, Elizabeth Schulz, Ryan Schwarz, Pinak Shah,

Vijay Shah, James Shepherd, Emily Suns, Anne Singleton, Theo-

dore Smith, Craid Steffee, Alexander Stern, Katnna Stidham,

David Tendler, Lee Tiedrich, Tracy Traynham, Mahlon Van De-

Iden, Joseph Van Kirk, Susan VanOosterhout, Laura Van Os, Mitzi

Wasserstein, Ellen Weigle, Carl Westman, Carolyn Zander, Glenn

Zellman, Jeffrey Zients.

Spring Initiates: Maria Acebal, Matthew Andrews, Angus Antley,

Sharon Auerbach, Daniel Buerger, Jonathan Burdette, Cathi Cozen,

John Dell, David Diamond, G. Todd Eichler, Mark Erdman, Jennifer

Feikin, Benjamin Fisher, Ivy Fradin, Susan Gabriel, Kevin Giammo,

Maxine Grossman, Stephen Hanlon, Gerald Hauser, Stephen

Howell, Elizabeth Joslin, Lance Kaplin, Christine Kratt, Jeffrey

Krentz, Thomas Lahusen, Deborah Leland, David Lever, Rebecca

Long, Scott Marder, David Meyers, John Parnsh, Nancy Patterson,

Julie Price, Ingrid Quade, Steven Ritchie, Melissa Royds, Eric

Sayers, Susan Schiffman, Michael Sebert, Jonathan Shalowitz, Nitin

Shenoy, Geralyn Smitherman, David Stockwell, Nicholas Tsouk-

alas, J. Alex Ward, Gary W.lhelm, Gregory Wright, Scott Young.
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Men's Basketball

NCAA Eastern Regional Champions
NCAA Final Four

Kentucky
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The Chronicle
Blue Devils kick Heels to Hell

Duke knocks off Carolina in Dean Dome for second straight year, 88-86

Fire, brimstone sited on

quad: no benches burn

Rare bamboo uprooted

from place in Gardens

Committee to decide on housing plan
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Rosemary Kim Butts

Richard Campagna
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Monjan Chakrobortty

Robert Chalif

Peter Chan

Phyllis Chang

Nicholas Chapman

Sharon Chen

Ru-Fong Cheng

Nixon Childs

Jonathan Chinn

Susan Choate

Gary Chodorow
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Caryn Chnscensen

Karen Chnstensen

Tracey Chnstopher
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Portia Clare

Arthur Clarke
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Kimherley Cochran

David Coe

Keith Coe

Stanton Coerr
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Chanticleer

1989

Facts and figures, words and numbers, every book at

Duke is full of them. Charts on the annual economic pro-

duction of Sri Lanka and the records of the proceedings of

the Kentucky Superior Court can all be found here at this

university. The students, dosed every day with this kind of

information, need a break! By the time a student gradu-

ates, that person will have bought at least a hundred

textbooks describing some of the most arcane information

ever published.

But they will also carry away four Chanticleers.

When told to describe a community by a professor, facts

and clear analysis usually count the most in an answer.

Feelings and isolated brief tableaux of that community's

past, these really aren't considered to be relevant to "what

really happened." They are not an indication of what life

was. Maybe bad for a midterm, they look great in the

Chanticleer.

As Jeff said at the very beginning, this book is only

meant to be a spark to help you remember your life here.

No one can portray the experiences of everyone here, but

the Chanticleer tries to show all sides, and maybe some of

the parts of school you didn't see in your four year walk

down Duke's granite.

We do this with photos, because photos are the only

way we can take you back after you become a dentist or

something, and put you right where you were all those

years ago. Life can be described, indexed, collated, and

cross-referenced, but for showing exactly what the SPE
New Year's Party was like, or how sunrise looks like from

the top of Baldwin, only a photo will do.

Since before most of us were born, this yearbook has

been trying to put on a page what Duke (the place) and

Duke (the people) were like together for that year. Mem-
ories ofwhat this was like may fade, but thanks to the staffs

of the past seventy-six years, anyone can open Duke's

yearbook and almost be back.

We try to be different every year with new angles and

new approaches. Although some people have said that the

Chanticleer is too "artistic," we'd like to think that it's

(ironically) our effort to design a certain timelessness into

the book which makes us different from all the other books

you will ever own.

The huge amount of time that the staff dedicates to this

project would probably stun the casual observer. But it is

not just the time, but also how these people can be so fun-

damentally creative which impresses me every time I

check the photo files. From the same granite and brick

quads shot seventy-six times before, they find new pic-

tures and new things to say in spite ofhow hard it is. Even

though they weren't allowed to photograph graduation,

they still rolled into the office describing how they man-

aged to get something good before the marshall threw

them out.

Although problems like that one make editors old be-

fore their time, the times I spent with these people have

been some of the best ofmy life. Perhaps I can't say, "I had

the best time!" about everything that happened, but they

were important times. Duke has different surprises for

everyone, but I hope that most other folks will be able to

say the same by the time they leave.

Later days,

Lars Lucier
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Friday Friday
Hello boys and girls and welcome to

"Reflections." Since this is a DUKE
publication, I suppose I should forget my
personal problems and write about

DUKE. First off, contrary to popular be-

lief, a DOOKIE is not someone who
attends DUKE, a DOOKIE is something

that puppies leave on the couch to sup-

Srise your mother. Every time somebody

says to me "I love being a DOOKIE," I

just smile and say "I'll bet you
doo(doo)."

Today, we'll ponder questions like:

What's the correlation between greek

letters and unlaced boots? Why is the

worst graffiti on campus in the Divinity

School library? Why doesn't Colonel

Khadafy ever wear his uniform when
he's in the Pits? Isn't "good beer" a con-

tradiction in terms? Why Alspaugh?

How uncoordinated does one need to be

to fall over a quad chain? If a train leaves

Chicago at three a.m. with two
thousand pounds ofquarter inch pipe. . .

.

V

What will we remember about 1988-

89? The No-win presidential election

(the real one). The year we had a real

bonfire. By the way, when was building

a large fire at the base of a huge tree

strewn with toilet paper a good idea?

1988 was also the year I started waiting

tables at the Oak Room. I remember my
first night. Ah, it was Heaven. The

manager said "Ed, I know it's your first

night, but remember, it you don't tell

the customers we have Pepsi instead of

Coke, you will live in Aycock for the

rest of your natural Duke life." At least

I'm close to the Dope Shop.

Remember the days of the Big Manila

Envelope? Back when life was simple,

back when we still believed that college

and high school were worlds apart. The

big questions were: Did we get put in

Hanes Annex because we forgot to pay

for something? If our FAC really cares

about our welfare, why do only the good

looking people in our group know when
registration is? ASDU is a real student

government-not like in high school . . .

right? Boy, I'll just bet it's tough staying

in school and being an ASDU rep, what

with all that important stuff they gotta

do. I remember a day when my freshman

female friends were excited about get-

ting personal invitations to frat parties.

"They just want to meet us. I doubt

there will even be alcohol there." Ignor-

ance is danger, or is that. . . .

For us upper class folk, that was back

when the tuition was lower, the stand-

ards were lower ... I can't believe some

little "entrepreneur" dookie ball hasn't

come up with the idea of T-shirts with

your class, average SAT, and tuition on

them. They all seem to go up each time

around.

It's funny to think, freshman are ter-

rified about getting here and seniors are

terrified of leaving. (Oh, hey, what in-

sight).

Some of us still remember the "good

ole' days." You could get a hamburger at

the CI, have kegs on the quad, drink as

much booze at the Oak Room as you

wanted, and leave tips on you meal card.

That was back when Monday Monday
was funny, when the Kappa Sigs had un-

limited credit at Pete Rinaldi's, and be-

lieve it or not there was a day when
Duke had an honor code. They even

printed it on the inner covers of the blue

books. Out of sight, out of practice, eh?

And while we're on the subject of his-

tory, I would like to dispel the myth that

once upon a time there were ethics prof-

essors in the business school. Never had

'em, never will.

As freshmen, we had to learn Dukat-

ribe: "I'm so totally set with my
schedule. I'm, like, up at eight, I go to

theC.I., grab some O.J. , do my I. R. and

catch some Z's before by bitchin' DPC. I

go to East for PPS. Tres cool. Then I get

a BLT at the D.U. with my scope. Back

in House J, next to the ATO's, I do my
EE watching MASH and listening to

REM C.D.'s. By that time, I'm psyched

to cruise. I go to kegs and scam on

chicks. I always see my SOB RA there. I

work with PISCES, SALSA, BSA,
DGLA, DUMB, and even DUFS. My
I.Q., SATS, and GPA are all above

average. It'so.k., dude. "Give me a stick

and I'll swat it.

When I told my friends that I was

writing tor the yearbook, they all looked

at each other and laughed. "But Ed, it's a

PICTURE book. " Then they all laughed

again. But I'll show'em . . . heh heh,

they'll be sorry . . . heh, yes mother, I

hear you . . . yes, heh heh . . . I'll

show'em all. . . .

Ed Goodman
Trinity '89
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EPILOGUE
Alice arrived on time for her noonday lessons,

but her thoughts were decidedly not on her

studies.

"Oh dear," she said to herself, climbing on

top of a toadstool. "I do believe I've got to grow up, but I

haven't the faintest idea how it is to be managed." She

opened her notebook on her lap and sighed.

"Wonderland is very nice, but mayn't life have other

things in store for me?" she asked herself. Her professor

overheard this and peered at her from above his rounded

spectacles.

"You?" the big blue Caterpillar asked languidly. "Who
are you? And where is your homework?" He was seated on

a bigger mushroom than Alice's. One pair of his arms was

busy typing big words on a computer screen; the others

were folded pompously across his thin chest.

"My name is Alice, sir, and I didn't have time to do my
homework last night, you see," she ventured tentatively.

"I was watching the big croquet match on TV yesterday,

and we won, so, I, um, went out and celebrated all night,"

she said, hoping he was a croquet fan. "Did you see the

game?"

He looked at her disdainfully. "No. I did not see the

game. I do not enjoy watching grown men sweat to put a

ball through a hoop."

Alice giggled. "You mean a wicket," she corrected him.

"I mean what I said," the Caterpillar replied, un-

daunted. "I always mean what I say." He sniffed the air

and returned to his computer. "Now, would you please re-

cite the lesson?"

"Um, Doctor Caterpillar?" Alice said, trying to change

the subject. "I was wondering if we could forgo the lesson

topic today for something more important."

He raised an eyebrow. "And what could possibly be

more important?"

"Well, my future, for one thing. Why, none of these

lessons have taught me anything that would be practical

in the real world," she said.

"They have too," the Caterpillar contradicted. "You
just haven't realized it yet. By the way, who are you?"

Alice rolled her eyes to the top of her head. She won-

dered whether the Caterpillar knew anything at all some-

times.

"I am a student of yours, and I am leaving school. I was

wondering if you could help me get a job by..."

"A job? Why on earth would you want a job?" he asked.

Alice had been asking herself that same question for

quite a while, but this was no time to get wishy-washy.

"Well, sir, I can't very well spend my entire life in

school.

"

At this, the Caterpillar stood up on his hind legs and

spoke angrily. "What do you mean? I have spent my entire

life in school. And I have had a MOST REWARDING
LIFE INDEED!"
He picked some leaves off of the trees and stuffed them

in his pipe. "School is very important. You would under-

stand that by now if you didn't spend so much time watch-

ing those moronic croquet matches. And those hedonistic

parties you attend so regularly? Such debauchery never

took place in my days."

Alice sighed. Tea parties were actually an intellectual

experience in Wonderland. She remembered staying up

one night with the March Hare, discussing Marxist phil-

osophy.

"The proletariat would have more control of the

system," the March Hare had said, trying to bounce a

quarter into a half-filled tea cup.

"Well, they can't very well have more control, since

they don't have any now," she contradicted.

The March Hare sank his shot and handed the cup to

Alice. "You mean he can't very well have less, " he replied.

"It's very easy to take more than nothing."

That was certainly a positive learning experience,

Alice thought. (She conveniently forgot that she had

slept through her classes the next day because of a vicious

headache.

)

As for croquet matches, Alice strongly believed that if

you don't enjoy croquet, you really shouldn't be in

Wonderland.

"Really, sir, I did not come here to discuss my social life

with you," she said, trying to return to the subject of her

recommendation.

"That's good! I don't want to hear about your deplor-

able drinking habits," he replied emphatically. The Cat-

erpillar was obviously feeling uncooperative, and she de-

cided to leave without obtaining his help.

"Wait a second, little girl," the Caterpillar called after

her. "You'll never get anywhere like that. " He tossed her a

rolled piece of paper, "you should take your diploma first.

"

She picked the diploma up off the ground and tried to

read it, but the words were nonsensical. "And will this get

me a job?" she asked him, dumbfounded.

"Hardly," he laughed. "Unless you want to wait tables.

But at least now, no matter what you do, people will think

you know what you're talking about."

"But I don't feel any smarter," Alice said, confused.

"Are you sure this will work?"

The Caterpillar smiled. "You don't feel smarter because

you're not. But the diploma will convince people other-

wise, and they will regard everything you say in high es-

teem." he blew a few smoke rings at her. "I am positive it

will work. It always works for me."

Alice thanked the Caterpillar profusely for his gift, and

ran off into the woods. "Well, what an amazing thing a

diploma is," she said, racing through the forest. "I can't

wait to show people how brilliant I must be."

The Caterpillar returned to his computer, chuckling to

himself as Alice disappeared into the forest. "Watch out

world," he said to himself. "Here comes another crazy kid

with a college degree."

Ed Boyle, '89

(with sincerest apologies

to Lewis Carroll)
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